
Language Arts Lesson Plan Week 14
Language Arts: November 11 - 15, 2019

MON. NOV. 11TH

Veteran's Day: Meet A
Soldier  

Standards
, , RI.6.7 , RL.6.2 , RL.6.4 ,

RL.6.5 , RL.6.6 , RL.6.10 ,

RI.6.10 , L.6.1 , L.6.2 , L.6.3 ,

L.6.4 , L.6.4.A , L.6.6

Engage
How will you capture the

student's interest? What

questions should students ask

themselves?

 Ask students to think about

the sacrifices soldiers and

veteran's have protected the

freedom we enjoy today?

Explore
Describe what kinds of hands-

on/minds-on activities students

will be doing

Students will be given a

couple minutes to think

about the question.

Students will raise their

hand to respond and discuss

the possible answers.

Explain

TUE. NOV. 12TH

Construction of
Outdoor Library in
Makerspace

Standards
SL.6.1 , SL.6.1.A , SL.6.1.B ,

SL.6.2

Engage
How will you capture the

student's interest? What

questions should students ask

themselves?

I will guide students in

choosing  jobs (measuring

using the design of the

prototype, gather materials

needed to join sides

together, determining the

design on the outside of the

library, etc) 

Explore
Describe what kinds of hands-

on/minds-on activities students

will be doing

Students will follow the

design of prototype to

complete their part of the

construction.

Explain

WED. NOV. 13TH

Outdoor Library
Construction

Standards
SL.6.1 , SL.6.1.A , SL.6.1.B ,

SL.6.2

Engage
How will you capture the

student's interest? What

questions should students ask

themselves?

I will guide students in

choosing  jobs (measuring

using the design of the

prototype, gather materials

needed to join sides

together, determining the

design on the outside of the

library, etc) 

Explore
Describe what kinds of hands-

on/minds-on activities students

will be doing

Students will

Explain
List higher order thinking

questions which teachers will use

to solicit student explanations

and help them to justify their

explanations.

THU. NOV. 14TH

Outdoor Library
Construction

Standards
SL.6.1 , SL.6.1.A , SL.6.1.B ,

SL.6.2

Engage
How will you capture the

student's interest? What

questions should students ask

themselves?

I will guide students in

choosing  jobs (measuring

using the design of the

prototype, gather materials

needed to join sides

together, determining the

design on the outside of the

library, etc) 

Explore
Describe what kinds of hands-

on/minds-on activities students

will be doing

Students will

Explain
List higher order thinking

questions which teachers will use

to solicit student explanations

and help them to justify their

explanations.

FRI. NOV. 15TH

The First Thanksgiving
Meal

Standards
SL.6.1 , SL.6.1.A , SL.6.1.B ,

SL.6.2 , , , RI.6.7 , RL.6.2 , RL.6.4 ,

RL.6.5 , RL.6.6 , RL.6.10 , RI.6.10 ,

L.6.1 , L.6.2 , L.6.3 , L.6.4 , L.6.4.A ,

L.6.6

Engage
How will you capture the student's

interest? What questions should

students ask themselves?

I will introduce  the topic of the

passage, and share that the

first thanksgiving meal was not

the traditional meal we share

today.

As they close read the passage,

ask them to think about the

differences.

Explore
Describe what kinds of hands-

on/minds-on activities students will

be doing

Students will be given a couple

minutes to think about the

question.

 

Explain



List higher order thinking

questions which teachers will use

to solicit student explanations

and help them to justify their

explanations.

Question 1: What are some

of the facts about veterans

the author shares in the

passage?

Question 2: Why do you

think people join the U.S.

Armed Forces?

Extend
Describe how students will

develop a more sophisticated

understanding of the concept

Students will participate in

discuss questions.

Students will close read the

passage "Meet A Soldier"

Students will demonstrate

comprehension of the

passage through answering

multiple choice and written

response using information

from the text to support

their answer.

Evaluate
How will students demonstrate

that they have achieved the

lesson objective?

Students will demonstrate

comprehension using

textual information to

support their responses.

Differentiation and/or
Accommodations
Preferential seating; paper copy

of notes; text to speech; extended

time; peer grouping

List higher order thinking

questions which teachers will use

to solicit student explanations

and help them to justify their

explanations.

Question 1: Why is it

important to measure, and

double check for accuracy,

before cutting?

Question 2: Why is it

important to use the steps

created as you construct the

outdoor library?

Extend
Describe how students will

develop a more sophisticated

understanding of the concept

Students will discuss

problems, or mistakes,

made while creating their

prototype cardboard

structure, and how that

differs from the plywood

they are using for the

finished product.

Evaluate
How will students demonstrate

that they have achieved the

lesson objective?

Students will demonstrate

they have achieved the

lesson objective as they

construct the final project

correctly.

Differentiation and/or
Accommodations
Preferential seating; paper copy

of notes; text to speech; extended

time; peer grouping

Question 1: Why is it

important to measure, and

double check for accuracy,

before cutting?

Question 2: Why is it

important to use the steps

created as you construct the

outdoor library?

Extend
Describe how students will

develop a more sophisticated

understanding of the concept

Students will discuss

problems, or mistakes,

made while creating their

prototype cardboard

structure, and how that

differs from the plywood

they are using for the

finished product.

Evaluate
How will students demonstrate

that they have achieved the

lesson objective?

Students will demonstrate

they have achieved the

lesson objective as they

construct the final project

correctly.

Differentiation and/or
Accommodations
Preferential seating; paper copy

of notes; text to speech; extended

time; peer grouping

Question 1: Why is it

important to measure, and

double check for accuracy,

before cutting?

Question 2: Why is it

important to use the steps

created as you construct the

outdoor library?

Extend
Describe how students will

develop a more sophisticated

understanding of the concept

Students will discuss

problems, or mistakes,

made while creating their

prototype cardboard

structure, and how that

differs from the plywood

they are using for the

finished product.

Evaluate
How will students demonstrate

that they have achieved the

lesson objective?

Students will demonstrate

they have achieved the

lesson objective as they

construct the final project

correctly.

Differentiation and/or
Accommodations
Preferential seating; paper copy

of notes; text to speech; extended

time; peer grouping

List higher order thinking questions

which teachers will use to solicit

student explanations and help

them to justify their explanations.

Question 1: According to the

passage, what is one of the

myths mentioned?

Question 2:

Extend
Describe how students will develop

a more sophisticated

understanding of the concept

Students will participate in

discuss questions.

Students will demonstrate

comprehension of the passage

through answering multiple

choice and written response

using information from the text

to support their answer.

Evaluate
How will students demonstrate that

they have achieved the lesson

objective?

Students will demonstrate

comprehension using textual

information to support their

responses.

Differentiation and/or
Accommodations
Preferential seating; paper copy of

notes; text to speech; extended

time; peer grouping


